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Who are Childreach International?  
 

“unlock a child’s potential” 
                              

Childreach International is a UK registered grass roots charity. We work in            
partnership with local communities in the developing world to help improve       
children’s access to healthcare, education and human rights. 
 

We use an active and inclusive fundraising model that encourages our donors to 
get involved with the projects they are funding.  
 

We currently have projects in India, Nepal, Pakistan, Tanzania, Ghana, Palestinian 
Territories and Bangladesh. 
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Here at Childreach International we pride ourselves on our standards; be it to the children we assist, the 
participants who take part in our Challenge Events, or those who work in our offices. We are committed 
to operating in a transparent and accountable manner, and adhere to rigorous fundraising standards.  
 
We are accredited to the Fundraising Standards Board which acts as a stringent assurance scheme.  We 
aim to minimise admin costs so that as much of our revenue as possible can go to the people we help.     
Additionally, we are fully transparent so you know exactly where your money is being spent. In the year 
2009, out of every pound raised by Childreach International, 93p went straight to our projects.  
 
All our events are thoroughly managed and follow good practice. We carry out full risk assessments and 
are compliant with the rules, regulations and guidelines as set out by the BS8848 (The British Standard for 
overseas expeditions and fieldwork). All our third party operators are fully insured.  
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Welcome to Childreach International’s A-Z of Fundraising! 
 

Thank you for fundraising for Childreach International! Your fundraising will enable us to continue to empower children 
and young people across the world! 
 
Fundraising over £2,000 can seem like a very daunting task to begin with, but fear not! Fundraising events are a          
fantastic way to raise money, whilst having a great time! A good event can get you off to a flying start on your          
fundraising journey. It will not only raise lots of money, but will also help raise the profile of what you are trying to 
achieve, whilst publicising the work of Childreach International. 
 
This pack is designed to give you some ideas for fundraising events, with some extra helpful advice and insider tips from 
ex-fundraisers too. Don’t feel obliged to stick to them word for word however; they are just suggestions and you should 
tailor them to your own interests. If you know lots of musical people, incorporate some live music into an evening 
event; similarly if you are good at art, why not auction off some of your own work? The sky really  is the limit! 
 
So be inspired, get organized and start your fundraising today! 
 
Childreach International firmly believes in the value of challenge events. Not only do they get young people all over the 
world interested in other cultures and development, but they generate thousands of pounds for our overseas projects, 
stimulate local economies and hopefully even convince some of you to get more involved in what we do! As such, we 
have and will make every effort throughout your time as a participant with us to make sure that you are properly looked 
after and have the best possible experience. 
 
We are here to help, support and lead. So if you are ever in doubt or in need of help, please do not hesitate to tell us! 
We will always do everything we can! 
 
David Milton,  
Director of Fundraising 
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B is for… Bag Pack: 
 
‘Bag packing proved to be most useful activity for me. We had to arrange it well in advance 
as loads of charity fundraisers want to bag pack, especially on the weekend. Eventually, one 
supermarket agreed to let us bag pack for the whole day. People were more willing to     
donate as we were at a well known supermarket and dressed in our Childreach International 
t-shirts with Childreach International collecting buckets. It’s definitely one to get your 
friends involved in - about five of us went and we raised about £100 each in six hours!’ 

A is for… Aquasplash: 
 
‘We organised an Aquasplash Festival during the May half term at the university swimming pool for local   
children. To promote the event we sent out a leaflet to all of the parents with children who attended       
swimming lessons at the pool and also to the local schools. We also managed to obtain an advert in the local 
paper, on the local radio and in the university newsletters and websites. In order to maximize the revenue 
from the event, we wrote to local businesses and asked for their support, either financial or otherwise in    
return for promoting their business in tandem with the event. We had a good response with several prizes 
being offered for a raffle. Pizza Hut also offered us a £500 donation in return for mentioning their support in 
our newspaper article and Momentos, a local Italian restaurant, allowed us to use their restaurant for a £3 a 
head buffet lunch after the event, and let us to keep all takings. To help organise the event we recruited four 
swimming teachers and a handful of older children as helpers, who were thanked with a certificate and a free 
lunch. The event involved an introduction to four aqua activities for the children - water polo, diving,                
synchronized swimming and life saving. A raffle was organised and tickets sold to the parents who were     
encouraged to stay to watch. Following the swimming, parents were given the option to bring their children 
to Momentos for lunch. The event itself raised nearly £500 so including the £500 from Pizza Hut, we raised 
just under £1,000.’ 

C is for… Car boot: 
 
‘My local car boot sale allows 
charities to run the car parking 
and ticket sales each week. 
You need a team of about 10 
people who are responsible for 
showing buyers and sellers 
where to park, as well as     
collecting visiting fees from 
buyers. At the end of the day 
there is a litter sweep of the 
field. It’s not very taxing work 
but it can be very lucrative; on 
average this car boot sale 
raises £600 to £800 through 
parking and ticket sales,    
however I was lucky enough to 
raise £1,027.’ 

D is for… Dare: 
 
‘I found it quite challenging to get people to sponsor my climb, as 
students generally don’t like to give money for nothing. So I needed 
something to sell, and the way to make the most profit is to sell     
something that doesn't cost you anything in the first place. So I        
decided to sell my dignity (so to speak) and started something called 
‘DARE DAN’, where people would dare me to do something and set a 

price if I did it. It was all filmed and put up on 
Facebook or YouTube for others to see and then 
donate too. The worst, yet most successful, dare 
was to turn up to a lecture in nothing but my   
boxers and dance around the lecture hall half way 
through. Luckily I had a very understanding      
lecturer. That single dare made just me £80 in 20 
minutes. If you have the dedication and            
willingness to do just about anything, you could 
easily raise a lot of money. I managed to make 
over £600, and it was great fun too!’ 
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E is for… Edinburgh: 
 

‘My most successful fundraising event was running the Edinburgh Marathon in May. I found 
that people were more willing to donate if they knew I was 'working' for the donation 
(suffering a 26 mile run) rather then just asking them to sponsor me for a climb taking place 
in the summer. I also made a group on Facebook to keep people updated with my marathon 
training which made people feel involved and encouraged more donations during my    
training. I had the Childreach International logo printed on the front of my running vest for 
the day, which raised more awareness while I was at the marathon and resulted in people I 
met there donating too.’ 

F is for… Frisbee: 
 
‘I organised a charity Ultimate Frisbee 
match with a friend who I'm climbing 
with, and the Ultimate Frisbee club at 

university, which we're both a part of. We organised a    
series of matches between the experienced players and the 
beginner players, and hammed up the drama of the event 
to get people more involved. Each person had to donate a 
minimum of £5 to enter and often offered more. As well as 
that, we made t-shirts for each of the respective teams 
cheaply and then sold them to players and the profit went 
to our totals!’  

I is for… It’s a Knock Out: 
 
‘Our most successful fundraising event was called ' It's a knock out'. Our local pub helped organise and host the 
event over Easter bank holiday weekend, and the day included lots of team fun games, like egg throwing, tug of 
war, Cream Egg eating, and hula-hooping. We competed in teams of six and the winning team won a cash prize 
of £100, which was donated by the pub. We also had a raffle of Easter eggs, wine, and a hog roast. The day was 
a fun, family event which raised around £700 in total. 

G is for… Golf: 
 
‘My most successful fundraising event, 
which contributed to around half of my 
total, was a charity golf event held at my 
local golf club in April. I wrote to the   
secretary of the club and asked if it would 
be possible to be given an hour slot. He 
agreed to this proposal after I explained 
what it was for, and it helped that I was a 
member there too. I set about creating 
flyers to advertise my event, which were 
distributed to friends who I knew would 
be interested in playing. In total, I invited 
30 guests and charged each of them £30 
which meant that the event was bringing 
in £900, all of which could go straight 
towards my total as there were no set up 
costs involved. This also offered good 
value for the participants, given that a 
round is normally around £60 at this club. 
Prizes were awarded to the winners to 
make sure that it was an enjoyable day 
for the competitors. On top of this, we 
also held a raffle at the end of the round 
– prizes for which had been donated by 
generous local businesses. The sunny 
weather topped it off, and it was a great 
day!’ 

H is for… Hitchhiking: 
 
‘My university’s RAG organised a charity hitchhike to a    
summer festival in Croatia for discounted tickets. We gave 
participants two weeks to get to the festival and whoever got 
there first won free tickets. It was a great success,              
particularly as the festival was on a beach 
and had some good bands playing, and 
everyone who went had a great time. An 
event like this does need to be organised 
well in advance, but it was definitely well 
worth it!’ 
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J is for… Jewellery: 
 
‘On a family holiday to Istanbul 
over the Easter break, I bought 
about 25 pairs of earrings and five 
necklaces. Being Turkey, I was 
able to haggle the prices down 
and bought some of the earrings 
for only £1 a pair, thanks to a very 
generous shopkeeper! When I got 
back home, my parents organised for me to come 
into their offices to sell the jewellery for a suggested 
donation. A lot of people took an interest and many 
were happy to give more than I had suggested. Some 
people were happy to donate without buying any 
jewellery. I then put the jewellery I hadn’t sold on 
display in my house so that when we had visitors I 
could try and sell them some too.  In total,  I raised 
around £250.‘ 

K is for… Kayak: 
 
‘I wanted to do a sponsored event, but 
wanted it to be something more original 
than a sponsored swim or silence, and so 
decided to kayak down the River Tyne      
instead. It was great fun, and loads of my 
friends decided to join in at various points 
along the way as well. I found an old kayak 
and some rubber dinghies in my parent’s 
garage so all of the money I raised could go 
towards my fundraising total. A word of   
advice though, this 
is perhaps better 
as a summer 
event; the Tyne 
isn’t the warmest 
of waters at the 
best of times!’ 

L is for… Lake: 
 
‘A friend and I decided to challenge ourselves to a sponsored lake swim, and took a timed dip in Lake Zug in 
Switzerland in the middle of February. We went around our local pub and collected bets and people were 
quite eager to pay to see us swim in the 5°C water for a good cause. Most gave us a set donation, but there 
were quite a few that sponsored us per minute. We lasted a mere three minutes, but were still able to raise 
just under a 1,000 Swiss Francs (£620).’ 

M is for… Music: 
 
‘My most successful fundraising event was a charity gig that I organised in my home town of Canterbury. I 
booked a venue, Orange Street Music Club, and managed to get the venue for free as it was a charity 
event! This really helped on costs as many other places would have charged over £100 for the use of a 
music venue. I had four bands playing, one of whom was booked to perform at Lounge of the Farm and 
the Sellindge Music Festival, and they also all agreed to play for free. I wanted to include a raffle as well, 
and so I sent letters to local businesses, restaurants and attractions, and managed 
to get 10 prizes in total, including a meal for two at Nando's, a night of greyhound 
racing and a meal for four at the Sittingbourne Races, a day out at Hever Castle for 
two and a £40 Superdry clothes voucher. I also spent £15 on a crate of beer as a 
prize which was my only cost for the whole evening. I promoted the event by    
designing and printing off flyers and handing them around bars and in the high 
street. I also created an event on Facebook (amazing tool for inviting and making 
people aware of events!) and invited over 2,000 people from the Canterbury area. 
On the night of the event I got two of my friends to take entrance fees at £5 on the door and sell raffle    
tickets for 50p each. I also had a charity collection tin on each bar table. The gig was a huge success and 
over 120 people attended. I also managed to sell nearly 200 raffle tickets and the night raised over £760.’ 
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Q is for Quiz: 
 
‘My old primary school asked if I could conduct an 

assembly highlighting 
the culture and           
geography of Tanzania as 
part of their school     
culture week. I gave a 
presentation where I 
first talked about        
Kilimanjaro and gave a 

few facts on its location and height, and then went 
on to talk about Tanzania. I compared what life and 
school in Tanzania was like to their own.  I then gave 
them a quiz on where Tanzania was, the colours of 
the flag and so on. In return they donated £1 to 
come into school dressed in what they thought   
children in Tanzania might wear. I judged the outfits 
and awarded prizes. I also had a collection after 
school when the parents came to pick up their kids. 
I raised in excess of £300!’ 

 

N is for Neighbourhood: 
 
‘I offered odd jobs around my neighbourhood by making up flyers and posting them 
through doors in the local area. I didn’t get much interest at first, but as word 
spread, I was overrun with things to do. It was mainly tough work like gardening, 
although I did the odd easier thing like making a bonfire! People pay well when they 
know it’s for charity, and I earned up to £12 per hour for some jobs. I made over £500 for just a few      
weekends of work, and people were always appreciative and often gave me lunch after I’d finished too!’ 

O is for Operation Pizza 
Box: 
 
‘I decided to get my friends to sponsor me to 
do lots of random challenges, like learning 
Cornish and walking to university backwards 
for a week. My friends loved thinking up 
more and more ridiculous challenges for me. 
One of the most profitable was a friend who 
sponsored me to carry a pizza box from our 
local take away all the way to Everest Base 
Camp and bring back photographic evidence 
of it. Although I didn’t personally make it all 
the way to the top, the pizza box did, and 
the picture is now up in the take away too!’ 

P is for Pub: 
 
‘My most successful fundraising event was a pub crawl at university, 
the night of mad Friday, before Christmas. As this was the last night 
of the term, every bar was full so it was definitely the best night to 
go collecting. By phoning ahead and speaking to the bars, we were 
also given priority entry over other charity collectors.  Between four 
of us, we raised over £1100 in under 3 hours! ‘ 
 
Please read this bit! Some pubs don’t like big groups of people in 
fancy dress, so research where you will go before hand. Please     
remember that you will be representing Childreach International 
whilst you are fundraising, so please drink responsibly! 
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R is for Race: 
 
‘My most successful fundraising event was 'A Race Night With A Difference', held at my local conservative 

club. They kindly let us hire the function room for free because of the charitable nature 
of the event. We then made hobby horses and asked people from the audience to pay 
to be jockeys, the winner receiving a small prize. We made two dice, one with numbers 
and the other corresponding to the colours of the horses and then members of the  
audience rolled the dice to determine which horse was the winner. The guests placed 
bets on the horses. We also had a variety of other fundraising games throughout the 

evening; including rolling a pound at a donated bottle of whisky where the person who got the pound the 
nearest, won the bottle. The event made over £1,000 in total and was a really fun night for all those who     
attended. ’ 

S is for Soirée: 
 
‘My most successful event was a black and white themed party. I live in a small town so it was easy to get 
all the local people I knew in the area to come along and support me. The hall was cheap (£50) and the 
decorations were pretty basic. I hired a local DJ for seven hours of music for £120. This got me a huge 
profit as I made about £750 from tickets. The hall had room for around 200 people and I sold each ticket 
for £5. Some people paid before the night, which was good, as even if they didn't end up coming, I still 
had the donation from the ticket. On the night of the party I waited on the door with my Childreach 
bucket and explained to the people paying what their money was going towards. People were happy to 
donate when they knew it was for a good cause, and the older ones especially made higher donations. I 
had a bar that people could use if they had photographic ID at the door and received an ink stamp. Overall 
it was easily organised and advertised over Facebook and word of mouth (good in a small town) and 
raised lots of money. The night was really enjoyable.’  

T is for Teams: 
 
‘I put on a charity ice hockey game that raised a good portion of my fundraising 
total. The event was a lot of work, but everybody had a great time and overall, 
the response was very good. I brought together about 25 high level ice hockey 
players and made up teams. My coaches obtained the referees and each coached 
one of the teams. We came up with a ‘pick a player’ game to raise money so you 
bought a player and if the player won, you received a prize. The prizes were all 
worth $55-100. Picking players was a huge success and helped to bring the crowd 
into the game. Both players and participants all had a great time.’  

U is for Unusual: 
 
‘I did a collection in Brighton on the seafront for a couple of hours and asked some friends to come along 
to help me collect as well. Two of them are in the circus society so they juggled and spun fire-staffs whilst 
another friend and I collected money. They certainly got people’s attention! I also asked a small business 
on the seafront whether we could fundraise nearby for a while, and not only did they say yes, they also 
gave me all their copper coins! I raised over £70 in total.’ 
 
Please read this bit! You must comply with the 7 Laws of Public Fundraising when participating in any street 

or tube collection!  
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W is for… Wax: 
 
‘I helped to organise a ‘waxathon’ event at our university bar. 
This consisted of a number of guys from the University who 
volunteered to have various parts of their body waxed. Luckily 
I managed to persuade my boyfriend who in turn persuaded a 
number of the rugby team to step up. We arranged to have 
two of our friends performing the roles of MC for the night, 
and they introduced the guys, struck up a bit of banter with 
the crowd and hounded people to donate to the cause! A  
waxing salon in Dublin lent us their pots to heat the wax and I 
went around restaurants in Dublin asking for donations of 
wine and vouchers for meals as prizes. A number of them 

were kind enough to oblige and we ended up with five bottles of wine and a €50 voucher for a very nice 
restaurant. Friends of ours wearing the official yellow t-shirts went round the crowds who were watching 
the waxathon with Childreach International buckets and collected money. In total we raised over €500. 
Another one of our group cut all of his long hair off and shaved his moustache at the university bar and 
raised an extra €400.’  

X is for… X: 
 
Not kisses but numbers;       
Roman ones to be precise. Ask 
ten friends to raise ten pounds 
each, through donations, or 
spare change, or by giving up 
their daily latte for a week. 
Then ask them to get ten more 
friends to do the same, and so 
on and so on, and see how far 
the chain will go! Or, if you’d 
have preferred it to be a kiss, 
perhaps setting up a kissing 
booth is the event for you! 

Z is for… Zodiac: 
 
Hold a zodiac evening 
with tarot cards,          
horoscopes and palm 
reading and charge a 
small entry fee, or per 
reading. Have a look and 
see if there are any       
astrologers or psychics in 
the local area who would 
attend your ‘star-studded’ 
event! 

V is for… Vertigo: 
 
A friend and I are part of a rock climbing club, so we decided to get 
sponsored for our hobby! We organised an 120ft abseil down Devil’s 
Gorge in Wales for a group of friends and asked people to sponsor us. 
We set ourselves two challenges - to first abseil down a 75° slope called 
‘The Slide’, and then tackle the 120ft overhang, where you literally 
hang in mid air! Rather than ask for any amount, we got people to 
sponsor us £5 to take on the slide and £10 for the overhang. We raised a lot of money, especially as 
many of the group had not abseiled before and our friends were particularly cruel at throwing them in 
at the deep end! All in all, it was a great day and our rock climbing club has definitely grown as well!  

Y is for… Yorkshire: 
 
Start your training earlier! Take 
on the Yorkshire Three Peaks 
Challenge, a 25 mile circular 
walk that summits the three 
highest peaks in Yorkshire, and 
get sponsored!  
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Tips from our Fundraising Managers:  
 
Many of the staff at Childreach International first got involved in the charity through participating in Challenge 
Events, including all four of our Student Fundraising Managers, Ash, Paul, Sam and Rachel. Kate and Rich, our 
Corporate and Community Fundraising Managers, have also participated in some of our Futurebuilding        
projects in Tanzania as well.  So who better to give tips on how to hold a successful event than these veteran 
fundraisers?   

Rachel: Being   
extremely cheeky 
is definitely the 
way to go when 
organising an 
event. The motto 
‘if you don’t ask, 
you don’t get’ 
couldn’t be more 
relevant. Have the 
confidence to ask 
everyone and  

anyone for as much as you can for free - you’ll be surprised by 
the huge amount of brilliant freebies that will be thrust at 
you! If you need a venue ask the manager if they’d let you 
hire it for free. If they aren’t having any of it keep pushing, 
suggest that if they’ve got a club night on you could use the 
venue just before for your gig. The same goes for raffle prizes 
- go into every shop/cafe/restaurant/salon in town and ask if 
they’d be willing to donate a prize for a charity raffle. If your 
friend’s a DJ, musician, sound technician, or comedian, tell 
them that you’d love to exhibit their incredible talent and ask 
them to perform at your event, so they won’t have the hassle 
of organising a night themselves. Illustrating the mutual  
benefits of your event will make everyone willing to get     
involved. If you happen to have entirely talentless friends, 
then ask their friends, or contact the music, dance, and circus 
skills societies and departments. This will also maximise your 
number of attendees as all involved will make their separate 
circles of friends come and support them. A cheeky smile, a 
flutter of the eyelashes (even you boys!), and the encouraging 
reminder that “it’s all for charity!”, will make you all set for a 
low-cost, maximum profit event! 

Ash: The important thing to remember when        
fundraising a lot of money is to maximize your      
fundraising potential at the events you organize,    
otherwise you can be putting a lot of effort into it 
without receiving the rewards you deserve! For      
example, when organizing a party, why not also      
introduce a raffle, a prize draw for a bottle of      
champagne or put on food and drink and charge for 
these. These are simple, low-cost examples of how to 
maximize the amount you raise at an event when you 
have everyone gathered together. My best fundraiser 
has now become an annual charity quiz evening with 
all my friends and family invited. My dad does a quiz, 
my mum makes food, and we also have a raffle,     
supported by local businesses who donate prizes. 
People pay for their food, drinks and entry for the  
raffle and quiz. Last year we managed to raise over 
£850 in one night and after a few drinks, some of the 
people began auctioning the shaving of their tashes! 
It’s always great fun, as well as a great way to       
maximize your fundraising potential!         

Paul: As we all know, students unfortunately don’t have piles of 
spare cash lying around to donate to worthy causes, so  don’t    
despair if your friends can’t sponsor you for each and every event 
that you hold. Ask them instead to donate their time, and to spend 
a day helping out at one of your events. Any additional help you 
can get is extremely valuable, particularly if you’re planning a huge 
event, or lots of little ones all at the same time. Just one extra pair 
of hands could double your donations and half your workload at 
the same time, so imagine getting 10 of your friends involved - it’ll 
make fundraising a doddle!  
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Kate: One of the best fundraisers I have met so far was 
less about the big events and more about spreading the 
good word. She knew all about the way we worked and 
she talked about it A LOT. She wasn’t all about the       
desperate need all the time either – like us she chose to 
speak about the positive impact of the work that we do 
and how what she is doing is helping children around the 
world. She set up her fundraising page right away and 
then appealed on Facebook, sent emails through her work 
and personal contacts and added her project visit appeal 
to the signature of all her emails. She was blown away by 
the response and by so little effort. After that, she         
contacted her suppliers directly – people she had good 
working relationships with and who had a vested interest 
in her custom – and boy did they show their support. 
Credit to her, she fundraised this way right up to and   
exceeding her target – in fact she is right now £700 over 
her target and having returned last week, is still receiving 
online  donations through her page! 
 
What I get from this experience is the power of social  
networking – both online and offline. Online in the form 
of fundraising pages, emails, Facebook etc and offline in 
just picking up the phone and not being afraid to ask. If 
you are part of company, have a think who values you as 
a stakeholder in their operations and who you have good 
working relationships with. You aren’t asking for yourself 
so don’t be afraid to speak up. You are asking for a world 
of less fortunate children and by doing so you are helping 
us to help them positively change their lives for the      
better. Be proud of what you are doing! 

Sam: I found that getting publicity early on in your fundraising period made        
collecting a lot easier. The best way to do this is to get every local newspaper and 
magazine in your town interested. Get writing to the editors, and ask if they can 
run a story (preferably with a nice big picture) of you and the challenge that you 
will be doing; some will even do follow-up stories. When you do street collections, 
bag packs or any big event in your home town, the general public will already know 
what you are doing. People may even approach you in the street rather than the 
other way around! Newspaper columns are also brilliant for getting your Virgin 
Money Giving page address out to everyone, and even better, thanking any large 
donors or companies who are sponsoring you. Use the fact that you have four or 
five papers covering your story as an incentive when writing to new companies,        
offering them the opportunity to get the name of their business in print. 

Rich: I have worked 
closely on a major      
corporate partnership 
project with Eaga this 
year, which was made 
possible through a     
mixture of corporate 
trust funding, supplier 
sponsorship, and        
employee fundraising. I 
was completely amazed 
by how effectively they 
responded to their   
fundraising challenge! The key to their success was    
simple: they put the skills they’d honed both in and   
outside of the workplace and the contacts they’d made 
to good use and steadily worked towards their          
fundraising targets. One lady, for example, was a henna 
tattooist, who set up a stall and raised money tattooing 
for the day. Others in the team were on an emerging 
leaders professional development scheme and clubbed 
together to hold a flagship ball, inviting colleagues, 
friends, family, and associates to it. They raised £22,000 
in just one night, nearly all of their collective fundraising 
targets! 
 
In addition, the Eaga fundraisers recruited interest and 
support from outside their immediate circle by looking 
instead to the local community. Through Childreach   
International’s school twinning programme, and with 
the help of friends and family who work in schools in 
their local area, they twinned Balliol Primary School in 
Newcastle with Lotima Primary School in Tanzania. They 
also got the school children to fundraise for useful and 
valuable items for the school children they would meet 
whilst on their Futurebuild in Tanzania.  
 
The Eaga fundraising effort has transformed an entire 
school in Tanzania. Now, you can be part of a group 
changing the lives of children across the world. Put your 
skills to work and utilise the contacts you have made to 
help you with your fundraising. It’s really amazing what 
you can achieve when you are given the challenge!  
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Index: 
 

Some more fundraising event ideas:  
 
 

A: Auction of promises, abseil, art exhibition, arm wrestling competition,  
archery competition 

B: Bring and buy, bacon butty stall, bingo night, bad tie day, barn dance 
C: Collecting tins, coconut shy, cat grooming, crossword competition, Ceilidh night  
D: Dog show, dress-down day, darts competition, dance marathon, donkey derby 

E: Easter egg hunt, Elvis day, eating marathon, embarrassing hair day, eBay auction 
F: Ferret racing, fashion show, film night, fire walking, foreign coin collection 

G: Guess the weight competition, glamorous granny competition, golf tournament,  
guess-how-many competition, game show 

H: Halloween party, highland games, host a charity ball, hook-a-duck, half-marathon 
I: Indulgence evening, iPod party, indoor games evening, ice cream stall,  

Ironman challenge 
J: Jailbreak, job swap, jazz festival, junk mail collection, James Bond evening 

K: Karaoke competition, kisses auction, knitting sale, kids face painting, KilimanJARo 
L: Left-handed day, lucky lolly sticks, laser quest, letter party, charity lunch 

M: Musical chairs, murder mystery evening, most cringe-worthy photo competition,  
mile of coins, music concert 

N: New year’s resolutions, nature walk, new skill, nude calendar, night walk 
O: Opera night, open garden, outdoor challenge, organise visits to local attractions,  

Olympic games day 
P: Paintball, pyjama party, pancake race, posh jumble sale, poker night 

Q: Charity quest, quiet day, charity quilts, quote quiz, Question of Sport evening 
R: Rubber duck race, raffle, ramble, refreshments, recipe book 

S: Snail racing, shave your head , swear box, speed dating, sky dive 
T: Treasure hunt, talent competition, teddy bear’s picnic, trolley dash, tug of war 

U: Underwear sale, unwanted presents swap, university challenge,  university Mr & Mrs 
V: Variety show, virtual challenge, village skittles, vintage rally, villains and  

superheroes party 
W: Worst pun competition, welly throwing, wine tasting, wishing well, wine evening 

X: Xylophone competition, xmas hamper, xmas party, X-factor competition 
Y: Yes day, yard of ale, yoyo competition,  

Z: Zoo trip, zany clothes day, zombie evening, zorbing 
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A final word: 
 
 
So now you’ve seen a few ideas for some fundraising events (and maybe even been 
inspired to think up some of your own), there’s only one thing left to say: get out 
there and start fundraising! 
 
Fundraising can be demanding, but once you see just how much you have contributed 
to helping children and young people all across the globe, you’ll definitely feel how 
valuable and rewarding it is too. Start planning your events early and keep organised; 
it’s a lot easier to face a series of small targets than one big one.  
 
Remember, you are not alone! If you are struggling with your fundraising, get in touch 
with your group leader and us. We are all here to help support and guide you from 
the moment you sign up with us to when you complete your challenge. 
 
And finally, from all of the Challenge Event team,  

 

GOOD LUCK! 


